SE Radio Podcast 2021

Rated the #1 podcast for software developers on Sprintly’s “Developer Podcasts”

Software Engineering Radio is the podcast for professional software developers. Produced 48x a year and published by IEEE Software magazine, SE Radio podcast episodes are produced by leading global experts in software engineering to educate and inform its listeners on a full range of software topics.

30,000+
average downloads per episode

77%
listeners involved in purchasing decisions

65%
listen to entire episode

Episode topics include:
- Software development
- Testing
- Application and network security
- Career development
- Machine learning
- Database management
- Programming

Listen to episodes at www.se-radio.net
Previous episode include:

- Katharine Jarmul on Security and Privacy in Machine Learning
- Michaela Greiler on Code Reviews
- Yevgeniy Brikman on Infrastructure as Code Best Practices
- Joe Kutner on the Twelve Factor App
- Juval Lowy on Righting Software
- Rich Harris on the Svelte JavaScript Framework
- Jeremy Miller on Waterfall Versus Agile
- Pat Helland on Data Management with Microservices.mp3
- Abhinav Asthana on Designing and Testing APIs

If you want to listen to some age-old wisdom, I feel like this podcast does a great job. Get ready to enjoy some pragmatic advice from industry leaders at Microsoft, Google, and other titans of tech.

**CALVIN KOEPKE, FULL-STACK JAVASCRIPT ENGINEER, STUDIOPRESS**